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To serve the “Perfect Drink” you need a dry glass. The Airack Lite Glass Dryer will dry up to 30 pint glasses in just 4 minutes. 
The ‘usual’ method in Bars for drying glasses is with a cloth or towel, or even air drying which can take up to 40 minutes! 
Using a cloth or towel can be a means of cross-contamination from glass to glass, especially if the towel has been laundered 
with fabric softener.

Air drying is the correct and ONLY practice that should be followed. The Airack Lite has been developed to greatly reduce the 
turnaround time from washing to use. The inside of a glass is the part of the glass that takes the longest to dry. The Airack 
Lite has a specially moulded top cover with specially positioned holes that allow the air to circulate inside the upturned wet 
glass, this ensures that the inside of the glass is completely dry and what’s more, the whole drying process using an Airack 
Lite takes just 4 minutes! The glasses are ready to use immediately after drying as they are ‘cool to the touch’. The Airack Lite 
does not dry the glasses using warm air, the unit simply draws in the air at room temperature or “ambient” and the air action 
then cools the glasses as they dry.

The Airack Lite unlike the standard Airack model does not come with a drain funnel tube or changeable filter. It has a manual 
timer which can be set for up to 30 minutes; however the glasses will still be dry in 4 minutes. The extra drying time is ideal for 
drying Polycarbonate or ‘plastic’ glasses or if you are rinsing your glasses at a higher temperature. As plastic can take longer 
to dry than standard glass, using the Airack Lite ensures the same, effective method as the Airack Standard glass dryer in that 
it ensures the inside of the glassware or polycarbonate is completely dry.

Do away with tea towels and paper towels and simply place the glass basket on 
the Airack Lite and set the timer to a desired time. After a minimum of 4 minutes 
you will have a completely dry glass in which to serve the “Perfect Drink”. Glasses 
are cool to the touch and ready for immediate use, as the air action cools glasses 
as they are dried.

The Airack Lite Glass Dryer is simple to install and use. It plugs into a standard 
13amp plug socket and has an easy to use manual timer. Simply remove the basket 
from the glass washer machine, place on the Airack Lite and set the timer to the 
desired time.

The Airack Lite comes with a manual timer, which you can turn for any time up to 
30 minutes. The Airack Lite has no drain funnel tube, to drain any excess water 
away simply remove the top cover and empty away any water into a sink or bowl.

Dry Glasses in Just 4 Minutes

Easy To Install & Use

Fully Integrated

Product Overview &
Key Features
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Technical Specification

    

Airack Lite 40 Airack Lite 45 Airack Lite 50

Model: 

Machine Type:

Dimensions (mm): 

Electrical:

Machine Finish:

Colours:

Sizes:

Basket / Rack Size:

Basket / Racks Per Hour:

Basket / Rack Capacity:

Standard Cycle Time (mins):

Control System:

Manufactured to ISO 9001 :2008

CE Marked: 

Airack Lite 40 

Counter Top

W460 x H195 x D465

Single Phase 3 Amp 

Recycled Plastic

Black

40

400mm sq 

Up to 15 

Up to 18 Pint Glasses 

Up to 30 min

Manual

Yes

Yes 

Airack Lite 45 

Counter Top

W510 x H195 x D515

Single Phase 3 Amp 

Recycled Plastic

Black

45

450mm sq 

Up to 15 

Up to 24 Pint Glasses 

Up to 30 min

Manual

Yes

Yes 

Airack Lite 50 

Counter Top
W560 x H195 x D565

Single Phase 3 Amp 

Recycled Plastic

Black

50

500mm sq 

Up to 15 

Up to 30 Pint Glasses 

Up to 30 min

Manual

Yes

Yes 
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Heading

Siting

Positioning should be on a sound level surface with adequate clearance for servicing.

The Airack Lite can be mounted onto a purpose made basket stand providing optimum working 
height. It is recommended that if the Airack Lite is mounted on a stand then the unit should be placed 
within close proximity of the glass washer and no further than one metre from an electrical socket.

The Airack Lite is supplied with a 13amp plug and can be plugged into a 3 pin plug socket. The socket 
must be positioned within one metre of the Airack Lite and be easily accessible.

Electrical

Information

Installation Requirements
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Main Office Address

Clenaware Systems Limited
The Wagon Hovel
Strixton Manor Business Centre
Strixton
Wellingborough
Northants
NN29 7PA

Factory Address

30 Huxley Close
Park Farm Industrial Estate
Wellingborough
Northants
NN8 6AB

Telephone

Main Office: 01933 666244
Fax: 01933 665584

Email

info@clenaware.co.uk


